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Investing in YOUR Business?
What do you think about when you think of investing?  Most often, people think of investing money.  However, to achieve most goals, 
desires, dreams you need to invest far more than just money.  Think of a professional athlete.  They not only invest tens of thousands 
financially in coaching, training, equipment and traveling, they also invest countless hours of time in training for their particular sport.  
Also they invest in their own personal network somebody who may know somebody to help get sponsorship or an opportunity to tryAlso, they invest in their own personal network—somebody who may know somebody to help get sponsorship or an opportunity to try 
out for a team.  In virtually any business, all three forms of investment  - Time, Money, Contacts - are needed.   And for the successful 
launch and growth of your Nikken Wellness Business, the appropriate investment for each is very important.

TIME
With your Nikken business, you must remember that you are the President of your business and you will make the decision on how many 
hours per week you decide to invest.  With no investment of time, you will not develop a business.  When it comes to investing time, the 
most important aspect is to commit a consistent amount of time each week.  Whether it is 10, 15, or 20 hours a week, the consistency is 
more important than simply doing a certain amount of work every 2 to 3 weeks.  Also, your ‘workable’ time only includes the time that you 
are; face-to-face, on the phone with new people, going through the process, supporting the core leaders in your SIXplus500 plan, as well 
as attending weekly, monthly or quarterly events.  Reading books, organizing files, etc does not count as your weekly hours. 

MONEY
A financial investment is needed when wanting to build a Nikken business. If your goal is to sell a few products here and there, your 
investment may simply be to become a consultant with Nikken, which requires a very minimum investment.  However, if you are serious 
about generating a business that could create several hundred to several thousands in financial return each month, then an appropriate 
financial investment will be required.  See pages 3-10 for details of why invest, what to invest and sample investment options for both 
Nikken products and marketing and support tools/materials.p g pp

CONTACTS
We have all heard the saying ‘it is not what you know, it is who you know’.  Most people do not realize the value in having their own 
personal network.  Even if you think you do not have a strong network of people to contact, you never know who the people you know may 
know!  This personal network you have created is an asset to your life in many different ways.  To build a business and impact people with p y y y y p p p
the Nikken products and opportunity, you will want to invest in this valuable asset by inviting them through the information process.  These 
contacts may result in a Nikken product sale (this would be a valuable benefit to them),  a referral source that could result in a powerful 
leader in your organization, or they themselves could be one of your 6 core partners.
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Why a FINANCIAL Investment?
Although Nikken has no product purchase requirements we recommend that, in order to run your Nikken business, you 
need product.  This is not inventory for resale, but rather is a one-time investment so that you can properly share the 
technologies with the people you meet.  Your initial investment is generally divided into three parts:

Personal Use Products  Business Use Products Tools 

Personal Use Products
This order enables you to experience the benefits of the Nikken products.  Be a customer first and foremost 
by turning your home into a Nikken Certified Wellness Home The credibility of a Nikken Consultant isby  turning your home into a Nikken Certified Wellness Home.  The credibility of a Nikken Consultant is 
greatly enhanced when s/he can share his/her own personal, positive and significant experiences with the 
products.  Please note that any tax is based on retail prices.  This minimizes a Consultant’s involvement in 
retail tax reporting. Good, Better, Best Products sample orders have been created to help guide you on 
your initial investment. 

Business Use Products

GOOD
BETTER
BEST The purpose for this order is to create interest and excitement about each of the products when prospecting.  

These are your Business Demonstration Products and are for ‘show and tell’.  In this way you have sufficient 
items to introduce and demonstrate the wide range of benefits of the Nikken product line.  This includes 
additional product from which you will select items to share with your prospects for those who require a 
special trial period.  People are far more impressed when they can see, touch and feel the product.  Also, if 
you do a demonstration and your client requires something immediately, obtain a credit card number and 
place a retail order You may wish to give your client your product and have the new one shipped to you

BEST

place a retail order.  You may wish to give your client your product and have the new one shipped to you.  
Good, Better, Best Products sample orders have been created to help guide you on your initial investment. 

Tools
As you share the business opportunity, the products, the concept of wellness and benefits of creating a wellness home, you will require 
educational material such as brochures, CD’s, DVD’s, websites, etc, to build belief and validate the information.  Tools are a critical aspect 
to our business because it is the starting point of being duplicatable.  It is far more duplicatable to know how to direct people to and g p g p p p p
through information about the opportunity and products rather than having to know absolutely everything about them, or being an 
exceptional presenter.  The TOOLS Launch Pak has been created for an easy initial order to supply you, based on your goal of launching 
your business.  The Pak is also configured to give you substantial savings over individualized pieces. 
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The IMPORTANCE of the Initial Order
In launching your business, your initial order will have a  direct impact on the efficiency of the
launch. Many Consultants do not fully understand the implications that this decision has on the future of 
their business and their future income.

Having What You Need

There are three reasons to consider when placing your initial order.  They are:
• Ensuring that you have what you need to build a business – based on your initial goals
• Ensuring a higher Personal Volume Rebate level and Higher Personal Group CV override percentage—faster ROI!
• Ensuring your success through duplication.

As you can quickly see on the previous page, there are sound reasons for each of the personal use and business use items, as well as 
the tools, to build belief.  The less products you have, the more talking you’ll have to do and you'll never build a business
demonstrating the catalogue.  These products are high technology, high touch items that need to be seen and tried to be 
fully appreciated.

Higher PV Rebate & PGV Override
For example, with an initial purchase/sale totaling 5000* points, you immediately qualify yourself for 10% PV Rebate as well as 10% 
PGV Override as a new Executive Nikken Consultant.  This means  you will make more money and you will make it sooner.  Plus, with 
BONUS PV on the Nikken Wellness Home Paks for new consultants, achieving higher ranks in your initial investment has never been 
easier – or more economical!

Ensure Your Success by Setting an Exampley g p
Success will result from building a business and reaching the leadership levels, with Silver as a start.  Your initial order will set an 
example for the people who join you in building their Wellness business, and will have an impact on not only your success but, 
more importantly, on the success of these same people.

Keep the Investment in Perspective
B i l ld i t $250 000 h t b dditi l $750 000 t b ild t t tBusiness people would invest $250 000 cash to borrow an additional $750 000 to build a restaurant to 

generate $100 000/year profit. With our Nikken Consultant business we can invest as little as a few thousand 
dollars and work to generate an income in excess of $100 000/year.  This is not a guarantee (neither is any 

other business) however the amount at risk is substantially less with your Nikken Consultant business.
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Initial Investment PLUS Launch Plan
Understanding the importance of your initial investment with the duplication of launching your business through the Launch Strategy is extremely important.  
The chart below shows how using the Wellness Trak Launch Plan with the Good Initial Investment can generate a business that will create exciting results.  
See how using the Better or Best Initial Investment , when duplicated, can make a huge difference in insuring long range results!g , p , g g g g

If you sponsor 10 people in your first 35 days, as 
suggested in the Launch Strategy, you will 
achieve the SILVER rank.

If at least 3 members of your front line duplicate your efforts, 

3,000 pts

3,000 pts X 10 = 30,000

YOU Inc

y p y ,
they will be SILVER and you will be GOLD.  Even if they 
only attract 7 people who invest with the Good Initial 
Investment Option of 3,000 pts, they are still SILVER and 
you will still be GOLD.

The challenge may occur at the next level, because 
ith f th d t i ti i th t

3,000 pts
3,000 pts x 10 = 30,000

3,000 x 7 = 21,000

YOU Inc

YOU Inc

GOOD
Investment 

+ 
Launch Plan

with further deterioration in the success rate, you may
have substantially reduced your chance of creating 
the foundation to reaching PLATINUM with your 
initial launch.

3,000 pts
3,000 pts x 10 = 30,000

3,000 x 7 = 21,000
3,000 x 6 = 18,000

YOU Inc

YOU Inc

YOU Inc
BETTER

5,000 pts

5,000 pts X 10 = 50,000

If you sponsor 10 people, who invest with the Better or Best 
option, in your first 35 days, you will achieve the SILVER 
rank.  Sponsor 12 in one calendar month and you join the 
60K CLUB.

YOU Inc

BETTER
Or

BEST
Investment 

+ 
Launch Plan

5,000 pts
5,000 pts x 10 = 50,000

5,000 x 4 = 20,000

If at least 3 members of your front line duplicate your efforts, 
they will be SILVER and you will be GOLD.  Even if they 
only attract 4 people who invest with the Better or Best Initial 
Investment Options of 5,000 pts, they are still SILVER and 
you will still be GOLD..

5,000 pts
5,000 pts x 8 = 40,000

5,000 x 6 = 30,000
5,000 x 4 = 20,000

This approach can withstand far more deterioration in 
success rates and yet you can still reach PLATINUM and 
position yourself for DIAMOND.
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INITIAL Product Order

GOOD (1500 PV min = Senior Rank)
Go to 
www.myvision
forwellness.co
m/downloads 
to find order 
suggestions 
for other

GOOD (1500 PV min = Senior Rank)

BETTER (3 000 PV min = Senior Rank)

CANADA

for other 
countries.

BETTER (3,000 PV min  Senior Rank)

BEST (5,000 PV min = Executive Rank)

USA

( )

INITIAL Product Order
By clicking on the Country Flag you can view the suggested product orders and special benefits

UNITED KINGDOM

By clicking on the Country Flag you can view the suggested product orders and special benefits 
as they apply to each country. These items and pricing structures can change – for updates go 
to www.thewellnessnetwork.com/wts/updates .

NOTE: AUTOSHIP of minimum 100 PV is required to qualify for the PAK Bonus or PIB (Product 
Introduction Bonus) and meets your monthly Personal Volume requirement to qualify for 
Rebates and Overrides. See the following page.

AUSTRALIA

6
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AUTOSHIP Product Order
AUTOSHIP is KEY to generating PASSIVE income.  Every initial order (yours and 
your Partner’s) should start with your AUTOSHIP order.  Why?  See below.

FOR YOU – To be a Wellness Consultant you NEED to LIVE Wellness
Being on autoship gives you and your family an opportunity to have the BEST nutrition and skin care products in the wellness industry 
for GREAT value and savings.  Being a successful wellness consultants starts with your own on-going commitment to your health and 
wellness.  Using the Nikken skin care and nutrition's DAILY is critical to gaining and maintaining great overall wellness.

FOR YOUR BUSINESS – 100 PV QualificationFOR YOUR BUSINESS 100 PV Qualification
Your 100+pts of AUTOSHIP order ensures you will receive your monthly rebates and overrides commissions, as you have a 100PV 
monthly requirement based on Nikken’s compensation plan. It is also a requirement to receive the PAK and PIB bonuses. You will 
always receive a check and remain active in Nikken’s system. In addition to YOUR AUTOSHIP order - set a goal of getting 5 families / 
friends on AUTOSHIP using the Nikken skin care and nutrition's. This  will help you build your 500 goal in your SIXplus500 model.  

FOR FINANCIAL FREEDOM – Developing Passive IncomeFOR FINANCIAL FREEDOM Developing Passive Income
In building a business where duplication is critical for success, it is very important you do what you ask your organization to do. It 
is otherwise, out of integrity and will not work in the long run.  Therefore, being on AUTOSHIP yourself will help you lead by 
example for your Core Partners and their Core Partners, who will also be on AUTOSHIP.  Also, by using the Nikken’s skin care,
nutritional products and new consumable products, that Nikken will continually introduce, you will easily attract 5 other families to 
do the same.  Be a product of YOUR product – your testimony is your best marketing tool.  To see the impact of the SIXplus500 
Model as it develops through 6 generations, review your Wellness Trak Workbook.  p g g , y

HOW TO PLACE YOUR AUTOSHIP ORDER:
(If you haven’t already included it as part of your Application Form)

• Go to your eNikken site (www.mynikken.com – click Consultant log in, enter your ID and password)
• Click on Business Tools, then on Ordering Process, then on Autoship Ordersg p
• Create your AUTOSHIP – you can make changes each and every month

NOTE:  you can create additional AUTOSHIP orders for your friends and family members under YOUR ID 
number using the same process as above, or alternatively as part of their Preferred Customer application.  
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What TOOLS Do I Need?
This is your marketing and promotion budget!
TOOLS LIGHTEN THE LOAD. LET THE TOOLS DO THE TALKING.

As you launch your Nikken® business you will be taking people through a complete information process (The Partnering

Enough said.
As you launch your Nikken business, you will be taking people through a complete information process (The Partnering 
Process = Evaluation Phase + Alignment Phase). Often this will be done in group settings such as Wellness Home Briefings 
and Strategy Sessions, or one-one, or on-line. Each client will have different issues which you will want to address 
individually. It is far easier to move people through this process on an individual basis when you have tools to assist you. 

As with tools used in construction, you want to be sure to use the tool that is best suited for a given task. To help simplify the 
decisions, we have reviewed the many tools available and selected a tool kit which contains everything you need to move 
your prospects completely through the Evaluation Phase and activate them as Consultants in the Alignment Phase. We have 
also indicated items which will assist you in your personal development. And, to top it all off, we’ve arranged for the Tools
Pak to be available at special pricing. Below is an explanation of some of the tools included in the Tools Launch Pak.

The Tools Launch Pak will give you an adequate supply of the tools needed to help achieve your initial goal of launching your
business (Gold Plan).  Additional tools may be needed: work with your sponsor for their recommendations. Keep in mind you 
will receive a Nikken Business Success Kit in the mail which contains important information and necessary forms as part ofwill receive a Nikken Business Success Kit in the mail which contains important information and necessary forms, as part of 
your registration cost in becoming a Wellness Consultant. Also important is your subscriptions to eNikken and your Nikken 
Personal Web Page (PWP), as well your VisionforWellness (VFW) registration (to obtain your personal access code) – these 
are invaluable tools for operating your e-commerce business, administration and communication functions.

The TOOLS Launch Pak consists of two separate Paks: the Evaluation Tools Pak and the Alignment Tools Pak. 

The Evaluation Tools Pak gives you a package of ‘presentation’ and ‘hand-out’ tools to help Contact & Invite (Create 
Interest), Validate the Business, Products and to Validate the Plan.

The Alignment Tools Pak gives you professional materials that you can give to your New Partners who have just completed 
the Evaluation Phase and have decided to join you in business.  Investing a small amount into your New Partner and giving 
them the Alignment Tools Pak gives them everything they need to properly complete the Alignment Phase of the Partnering 
P Thi i l d th W ll T k W kb k th C t t & I it CD th Nikk P d t W k h DVD thProcess.  This includes the WellnessTrak Workbook, the Contact & Invite CD, the Nikken Product Workshop DVDs,  the 
complete Wellness Trak System disc for installing on their computer and more.

The next page features a chart to understand each tool and its use in the Partnering Process.
8
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When the Tools are Used
Marketing Tools 

‘When & Which’ Chart

After Decision to build business: Use Alignment Pak to 
properly complete the Alignment Phase and prepare 
your business launch. Included are tools to help with 
Contact/Invite: CD with Mike DiMuccio, the Wellness 
Trak Workbook which contains the MyContactTM List .

Create Interest with the 4 ½ minute  
www.partnershipoffering.com or 
www.wellnesshomeoffering.com intro.  Complete 
E l ti Ph i li b idi

Strategy Session

Alignment Phase Validate DECISION Evaluation Phase in person, or on-line by providing 
your VFW access code and Nikken PWP address.

Validate Business Presentation: Creating A Meaningful 
Life – Wellness Business Overview  (Flash/DVD/ 
Brochure)

Hand Out after Validate Business: Partnership Offering 
Brochure Smart Solutions CD and provide your VFW

g

V lid t

Validate
Plan

DECISION

Nikken 

Hand Out after Validate Products: Nikken Catalogue

Wellness 
Home 
Briefing

Validate Products Presentation: Creating A Meaningful 
Life – Wellness Home Overview (Flash/DVD), or 
Nikken Wellness Home DVD

Brochure, Smart Solutions CD and provide your VFW 
access code and Nikken PWP address

Validate
Products

Health 
Break

Hand Out after Validate Products: Nikken Catalogue, 
Healthier You Magazine, Nikken Wellness Home 
Brochure, Thermographics Brochure, Wellness Home 
CD, Preferred Customer Application and provide your 
VFW access code and Nikken PWP address

Validate Plan Presentation: Creating A Meaningful Life
- Business Plan Overview (PPT/Flash)

CONTACT / 
INVITE

Validate
Business

Evaluation Phase:

9
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Hand Out after Validate Plan: Nikken Consultant 
Application, Strategy Session CD and provide your 
VFW access code and PWP address

1 Process for Potential Wellness Consultant
(Contact, Validate Business, Products, Plan, Decision)

Process for Potential Wellness Home Client
(Contact, Validate Products, Decision)
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TOOLS Launch Pak (Evaluation + Alignment)

Purpose Item Quantity

Evaluation Pak www.teamtools.ca :  ITEM #722

IMPORTANT
Validate Business Partnership Offering Brochure 3  (10ct)

Smart Solutions CD 3  (10ct)

Validate Products Thermographics Brochure 3  (10ct)

Water For Life Brochure 3  (10ct)

To complete your Evaluation & 
Alignment Pak of tools, you will 
need to order several Nikken 
Marketing Tools – only available 
directly from Nikken.  Below is 
the list of Items and quantities 
suggested.

$266 US/CDN
Reg. $325             
Save $59

Wellness Home CD 3  (10ct)

Validate Plan Strategy Session CD w/ Michael DiMuccio 1  (10ct) 

Item # 9196 x qty 1
(25 issues)
Healthier You Magazine  

Item # 9319 (#9320CDN) 
x qty 3
(30 copies)* Tokens are used on the VisionforWellness, PartnershipOffering and 

500 FREE
Tokens*

Purpose Item Quantity

Alignment Pak www.teamtools.ca :  ITEM #723

(30 copies)
Product Catalogue

Item # 9279 x qty 3
(30 copies)
Wellness Home Brochure

Item #90011 x qty 1

WellnessHomeOffering websites. Visit www.myvisionforwellness.com to 
activate your FREE tokens, learn more, or to purchase additional tokens.

Tokens         
with purchase of  

both Paks                
($59.95 Value)

p Q y

Alignment Phase Wellness Trak Workbook 1  (10ct)

Contact & Invite CD w/ Michael DiMuccio 1  (10ct)

Faith of a Mustard Seed DVD 1  (10ct)

Silver’s A Blast CD 1 (10ct)

Item #90011 x qty 1
(25 copies)                   
Business Opportunity 
Brochure

Item # 9637 x qty 1
(10 copies)
90-Day Planner

$257.50 US/CDN
Reg. $373.50             

Save $116
Silver s A Blast CD 1  (10ct)

Nikken Product Workshop DVD(2ct) 1  (10ct)

The Wellness Trak System CD 1  (10ct)

90 Day Planner 

Approximate Total:

$168 US/CDN 10
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TOOLS Online Support
Your VFW PUBLIC ACCESS

To introduce Contacts to the 
partnering / wellness concept 

d t i iti l i t tand create initial interest.

www.partnershipoffering.com

www.wellnesshomeoffering.com

FREE OF CHARGE 
\

Your NIKKEN PUBLIC OFFICE

To send Contacts and 
Customers for all Nikken 
Products and Offers through your

Your VFW PRIVATE ACCESS

The ‘back end’ of partnership 
offering  - to complete the 
Evaluation Process online for

Products and Offers through your 
online personal ‘store front’.

$14.95 / month
register online at 
www.mynikken.com
\

Evaluation Process online for 
your Business Contacts.

TOKEN based system
register to purchase tokens 
online at 
www.myvisionforwellness.com
\

Your NIKKEN BACK OFFICE

To access all your business 
administrative activities, including 
ordering, new sign ups, library, g, g p , y,
all communications and more.

Basic is FREE OF CHARGE
register online at 
www.mynikken.com

\

Your VFW BACK OFFICE

To set up and administrate your 
VFW site. This allows you to 
track viewers who have 

Your COMMUNITY CENTRE

Your access portal to all 
support and training from The 
Wellness Network Community 

accessed the online 
presentations using your VFW 
access code.

Login at 
www.visionforwellness.com

11
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and The Wellness Trak 
Operating System.

FREE OF CHARGE
register online at 
www.thewellnessnetwork.com
\
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Investing TIME in YOUR Business?
If you are like so many other people in society today, you do not have enough time to do all the things that need to get done!  
The questions is, by continuing to do what you are doing today...will things ever change?  Have you heard the definition of 
insanity….doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.  Unfortunately, that is how many people in 
society around the globe are living.

Building a business with Nikken is about a consistent amount of time investment each week.  Your weekly investment however,  
over a period of time, can grow and compound into a business out of which hundreds if not thousands of hours of work are created
through the collective efforts of everyone in your organization.  The question is, how do you organize your time to effectively build 
your business.  Review the Launch Strategy Brochure to understand where you need to invest your time. Below are some details.

ve
st

m
en

t

Gold < 90 Days Platinum < 90 Days

Money

Contacts

Good/Better/Best Good/Better/Best

90 
contacts

180 
contacts

< 35 
Days

< 35 
Days

ek
ly

 
ca

tio
n 

of
 T

im
e

ne
rin

g 
Pr

oc
es

s

Contact / Invite

WH Briefing

Product Demo

Strategy Session

10 minutes X No. of Contacts per week

1 ½ hours X No. of Scheduled Events (private, personal, public)

20 minutes X No. of Interested Contacts per week

1 ½ hours

Your 90 Day Launch Calendar & Planner 
Coach Wooden said ‘Failing to Plan, is Planning to Fail’. This is a very true statement for understanding the importance 

In

Time
3 contacts/day 
5 weeks, 12 hrs per wk

6 contacts/day 
5 weeks, 20 hrs per wk W

ee
A

llo
c

P
ar

tn

Get Aligned Meeting

Follow Up

1 ½ hours

20 minutes X No. of Interested Contacts per week

g , g y g p
of the rhythm of the business, your daily & weekly activities and 90 day calendar.  Your daily & weekly activities will 
Include: contact and invite, one on one and ABC meetings, local group or in-home presentations, 3-way and conference 
calls and following up with potential consultants and clients who are ‘in the process’.  Time for reading, personal 
development programs, organizing and planning is not considered ’weekly hours’ to your business.  It is recommended 
to meet  with your partners to help create your 90 Day Launch Calendar.  A Launch Calendar (also found in the New 
Partner Tool Box) and the 90-Day Planner can be downloaded at www.thewellnessnetwork.com/calendar .  Your 

l d h ld i l d ll t t th Rh th f th B i L l W kl E t M thl M i i l E tcalendar should include all aspects to the Rhythm of the Business:  Local Weekly Events, Monthly Municipal Event, 
Quarterly Regional Event.  Be sure to include a semi-annual National Big Event such as a Wellness Network Event or 
Team Diamond Event and an Annual Event such as a Nikken Convention in your long range plans.  Building your 
calendar is not only critical for your own success, it also acts as a great validating tool to your potential business 
partners. It shows them your commitment to success, a clear business plan and a rhythm that adds great credibility. 12
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Your Contacts in YOUR Business?
Have you ever heard the concept ‘Six Degrees to Separation’, also sometime known as the Six 
Degrees to Kevin Bacon?  The idea is that you can link a person who knows a person who knows a person 
and before linking to SIX different people, the final person knows Kevin Bacon—the Hollywood Actor.   
Although this may be a little of a fun stretch, the idea is quite true.  Everyone has a personal network of 
people they have built throughout their lifetime Whether your 18 or 80 you have a network And everyonepeople they have built throughout their lifetime.  Whether your 18 or 80, you have a network.  And everyone 
you know, they also have a network of people you do not know.  

As Robert Kiyosaki, Rich Dad Poor Dad bestselling author, says: ‘the rich look for and build 
networks while everyone else just looks for work’.  Your network and knowing how to build a                    
network of people on a common path can result in a powerful concept.

Build Your List Of Names - Use the MyContactTM List
The MyContactTM List is explained in the WellnessTrak Workbook and a downloadable print out is available at 
www.thewellnessnetwork.com , or in the New Partner Tool Box - Business Forms Folder.  Using the MyContactTM List, you will decide 
WHO, PURPOSE, HOW, CONTACT GOAL and WHAT PRESENTATION, as well, YOUR MOTIVE, THEIR MOTIVE and THE OFFER for 
each person on your list This helps you not only to create a list of people you wish to contact it also helps both the competence and theeach person on your list. This helps you not only to create a list of people you wish to contact, it also helps both the competence and the 
confidence of the person making the initial contacts.  The MyContactTM List also acts as a great accountability tool.  By using the tracking 
section of the MyContactTM List, you can quickly see if you or a partner should be having the results as desired.  This is a business that 
requires talking with people - if you’re not making contact and inviting people into the information process, you will not get results. Keep in 
mind the ‘1/3 Rule’, which is well known to be true – 1/3 of your contacting will result in a presentation – 1/3 of your presentations will result 
in a Consultant (and 1/3 Consumers) – 1/3 of your Consultants will result in a Core Partner who identify themselves through their ACTIONS.

Top 30 Contacts
If you were building a multinational, multimillion dollar corporation, you would most likely hire a strong group of Vice-Presidents to help your 
organization grow.  Each VP would be responsible for a specific division of the corporation.  This is really NO different when building your 
Wellness Business with Nikken.   Based on the SIXPLUS500 Plan and the Nikken Compensation Plan, you are looking for 6 key VP’s to 
your business.  Do you agree that it makes sense to attempt to fill those positions with the strongest, most qualified people you know?  
Although it may not exactly work out this way, it is important to highlight your strongest candidates in your NameGameT List. Look at aAlthough it may not exactly work out this way, it is important to highlight your strongest candidates in your NameGameT List.   Look at a 
person’s network, personal resources, and influence (credibilty) as key indications to help pick your top 30 names.  You are NOT just 
looking for people who are sick and who are hurting.  We can offer powerful solutions to these people but remember that you are also 
ultimately looking for the 6 Vice-Presidents of  your company. These people are likely ‘busy’, however, they know the value of their time and 
would not hesitate to allocate time to what they perceive as a high priority! It will be their choice as to whether building a Nikken business 
falls into this category and our responsibility to present them with that option. 13
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The Wellness Network  and Wellness Trak System
www.thewellnessnetwork.com - register to be a member online 

Investing in 
Nikken, Inc. (Nikken Products, Catalogues & Misc tools)
www.mynikken.com

Team Tools (Support aids)
www.teamtools.ca

YOUR
BusinessPartnership Offering Web Site

www.partnershipoffering.com – the entire Partnering Process on one link with free flash intro
(use this for Contact & Invite / Creating Interest)

Vision for Wellness (Business Building support sites – testimonials, presentations)
www.visionforwellness.com - main site
www myvisionforwellness com to register and purchase Tokens admin training and tracking site

Business
www.myvisionforwellness.com - to register and purchase Tokens, admin, training and tracking site
www.myvisionforwellness.com/faq - to learn more about the VFW site
www.myvisionforwellness.com/downloads - for a range of great tools from the Wellness Network

BACK
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